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Final Exam (CBT) Semester 2 

ENGL 112 (Science) 
 

 The final exam is a Computer Based Test (CBT). 

 There are 60 questions. 

 The exam duration is 90 minutes. 

 All the questions are multiple-choice questions (MCQs) with four options. 

 The breakdown of the questions is as follows: 

 

 

Final Exam (30%) 

Item Marks 
Grammar & Vocabulary 20 (10+10) 

Reading (2 passages) 20 (10+10) 

Listening (1 dialogue + 1 monologue ) 20 (10+10) 

 

 

Sources: 

Q Skills 4 R/W 

Q Skills 4 L/S 

  Q Skills 5 R/W 

  Q Skills 5 L/S 

    

 

 

Final Exam Syllabus: 

 The final exam will be based on Units 1-5 in the books above. 

 The exam will have four parts: Grammar, Vocabulary, Reading and 

Listening. 

 In addition to Units 1-5, you also need to cover the grammar and 

vocabulary list mentioned in this document. 

 

 .يحتوي الامتحان على أربعة أقسام: القواعد, المفردات, القراءة و الاستماع 

  يجب على الطالب أن يدرسبالإضافة إلى الكتب والوحدات المذكورة أعلاه 

 القواعد و المفردات المذكورة في هذا الملف.
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Reading:  

 20 Multiple Choice Questions (2 reading passages with 10 MCQs each) 
 The final exam will be based on the reading skills covered in Units 1-5. 

 

Listening:  

 20 Multiple Choice Questions (2 listening scripts with 10 MCQs each) 

 The final exam will be based on the listening skills covered in Units 1-5. 

 

Grammar:  

 10 Multiple Choice Questions. 
 The grammar questions will be based on all the grammar points from  

Units 1-5. 

 In addition to the grammar points in Units 1-5, the following points also need 

to be covered for the final exam: 

Restrictive relative clauses: subject and object restrictive clauses 

Collocations with nouns (adjective + noun; verb + noun/noun phrase; preposition + noun/noun 
phrase) 

Definite and indefinite articles 

Prefixes and suffixes (anti-, co-, extra-, in-, inter-, mid-, mis-, re-, -ence/-ance, -tion, -ent/-ant, -
ful, -ate, -ize 

Past perfect and past perfect continuous 

Using the dictionary to distinguish between homonyms 

Subordinators and transitions to compare and contrast 

Cause and effect collocations 

Agents with the passive voice 

Gerunds and infinitives  

Subjunctive for suggestions 

Phrasal verbs: transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs 

Word forms: noun, verb, adjective, adverb 

Present perfect and present perfect continuous 

Prefixes: dis-, under-, re- and un-  

Suffixes: -al, -ic, -at, -ion, -ist, -less, -al, -ly and -ness 
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Auxiliary verbs (do, be, have) 

Quantifiers with count/noncount nouns 

Compound sentences 

Comparative forms of adjectives and adverbs 

 

Vocabulary:  

 10 Multiple Choice Questions. 
 The vocabulary questions will be based on Units 1-5. 

 In addition to the vocabulary in Units 1-5, the following vocabulary list also 

needs to be covered for the final exam. 

 
 

VOCABULARY PART OF SPEECH 

achievement noun 

acknowledged adjective 

adversity noun 

aspire to phrasal verb 

confront verb 

constrained adjective 

embody verb 

inclined adjective 

inherently adverb 

pursue verb 

resolve noun 

version noun 

advocate noun/verb 

authenticity noun 

cause noun 

diverse adjective 

empower verb 

exponential adjective 

funding noun 

humanitarian adjective 

humility noun 

perceive verb 

personify verb 

phenomenon noun 

mentality noun 

inherent  adjective 

constrain  verb 

allude to phrasal verb 

concept noun 

distinguish verb 
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evolve verb 

focus on phrasal verb 

individual noun 

liberate verb 

pedestrian noun 

priority noun 

promote adjective 

sophisticated adjective 

urban adjective 

feature verb 

in theory idiom 

investment noun 

mentally adverb 

minimize verb 

negative noun 

neutral adjective 

potential adjective 

remove verb 

residence noun 

tend verb 

visualize verb 

personal style collocation 

hard time collocation 

take a look collocation 

make a great first impression collocation 

in a hurry collocation 

social rules collocation 

In the old days collocation 

modern times collocation 

grab attention collocation 

at a time collocation 

full story collocation 

caught one's eye collocation 

quick look collocation 

take pleasure collocation 

on the market collocation 

create a mood collocation 

over time collocation 

personal items collocation 

in a way collocation 

give the impression collocation 

in one's field collocation 

accurately adverb 

assumption noun 

colleague noun 

competence noun 

consistent with phrasal verb 

equipped with phrasal verb 
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extracurricular adjective 

innate adjective 

nurture verb 

period noun 

select verb 

theoretically adverb 

attribute verb 

encounter verb 

hesitation noun 

interaction noun 

intervention noun 

petrified adjective 

pitch in phrasal verb 

refrain noun 

tragic adjective 

void noun 

work ethic noun 

wounded adjective 

anti- prefix 

co- prefix 

extra- prefix 

in- prefix 

inter- prefix 

mid- prefix 

mis- prefix 

re- prefix 

antiwar adjective 

cooperation noun 

independence noun 

interact  verb 

mid-fifties adjective 

misunderstanding noun 

reread verb 

-ence suffix 

-ance suffix 

-tion suffix 

-ent suffix 

-ant suffix 

-ful suffix 

-ate suffix 

-ize suffix 

significance noun 

connection noun 

consistent adjective 

important adjective 

resentful adjective 

successful adjective 

exaggerate verb 
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motivate verb 

organize verb 

realize verb 

recognize verb 

reliance noun 

peaceful adjective 

demonstrate verb 

resilient adjective 

contribution noun 

confidence noun 

significant adjective 

substance noun 

navigate verb 

cheerful adjective 

alternative noun 

attain verb 

by hand phrase 

distinctive adjective 

ensure verb 

legible adjective 

maintain verb 

nerve noun 

proficient adjective 

stimulate verb 

worthwhile adjective 

complement noun 

craft noun 

determination noun 

essentially  adverb 

exhibit verb 

imagery noun 

inspire verb 

talent noun 

undertake verb 

unique adjective 

access noun 

approach noun 

benefit noun 

challenge verb 

eliminate verb 

encourage verb 

expert noun 

finding noun 

link noun 

participate verb 

physical adjective 

practical adjective 

contribute verb 
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currently adverb 

major adjective 

milestone noun 

modify verb 

primarily adverb 

shift verb 

sink in phrasal verb 

source noun 

stable adjective 

arise (from) verb 

develop (from) verb 

lead (to) verb 

bring about phrasal verb 

result in phrasal verb 

stem from phrasal verb 

be brought about by phrase 

be caused by phrase 

be due to  phrase 

be a factor/factors in phrase 

be responsible for phrase 

acknowledge verb 

address verb 

aspect noun 

criticism noun 

exemplify verb 

favoritism noun 

issue noun 

negotiate verb 

outline verb 

staff noun 

advance verb 

assess verb 

capable adjective 

contact noun 

effective adjective 

ethical adjective 

executive noun 

perspective noun 

style noun 

title noun 

promotion noun 

alleviate verb 

environment noun 

function noun 

aptitude noun 

in charge of phrase 

enforcing verb 

opposing adjective 
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bias noun 

chaos noun 

embrace verb 

inflexible adjective 

moderately adverb 

open-minded adjective 

point out phrasal verb 

stifle verb 

stimulating adjective 

stumble upon phrasal verb 

turn out phrasal verb 

anecdote noun 

appropriate adjective 

associate verb 

cautious adjective 

conduct verb 

cycle noun 

enthusiasm noun 

investor noun 

morale noun 

norm noun 

reward noun 

trend noun 

fade verb 

ditch noun/verb 

cold adjective 

deep adjective 

fine noun 

sign noun 

dress verb 

assume verb 

carefree adjective 

contradiction noun 

initiation noun 

marker noun 

morally adverb 

pinpoint verb 

run verb 

transition verb 

barrier noun 

burden noun 

confusion noun 

frustration noun 

guidance noun 

isolation noun 

resent verb 

reverse verb 

satisfaction noun 
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sibling noun 

adolescence noun 

youth noun 

economic adjective 

financial adjective 

show verb 

suppose verb 

age verb 

mature verb 

response noun 

reply noun 

order verb 

instruct verb 

cover verb 

hide verb 

appreciation noun 

breed noun 

circulation noun 

convention noun 

development noun 

expand verb 

generation noun 

panel noun 

recall verb 

series noun 

take note of phrase 

amateur noun 

apprentice noun 

clone verb 

gallery noun 

identify with phrasal verb 

marketing noun 

operation noun 

overseas adverb 

regard verb 

Adverse adjective 

artificial adjective 

consist of phrasal verb 

consume verb 

controversy noun 

identical adjective 

optimal adjective 

substantial adjective 

superfluous adjective 

alter verb 

compound verb 

consumer noun 

debate noun 
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disturbing adjective 

ethics noun 

intense adjective 

modification noun 

reaction noun 

ultimate adjective 

dis- prefix 

under- prefix 

un- prefix 

(-al, -ic) suffix 

(-al, -ion) suffix 

(-ist) suffix 

(-less) suffix 

(-al, -ly) suffix 

(-ness) suffix 

concept noun 

effective adjective 

consume verb 

significant adjective 

ultimate adjective 

encounter verb 

trend noun 

impress verb 

offensive adjective 

stranger noun 

consider verb 

expect verb 

 


